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ESIT WEIGH IN MOTION SYSTEMS  

 
Can be offered. These kind of systems alow  

also automatic data transfers between weighing stations and remote control center.  

Weigh in motion technology is a very efficient way to control load-carrying vehicle axle, axle group 

and total vehicle weights. This system has many advantages over the method of weighing axle, 

axle group and total vehicle weights based on static weighing.   

Advantages of Weigh in Motion System  

• Save time 

Weighing in static axle scale take minutes when on WIM it takes seconds 

• It is more sensitive for axle group weight measurings 
On static axle scale  vehicle must stop for each axle. When it takes action because of a partial 

suspension axle group weights between the axles are replaced 

But on WIM system movement of vehicle is uninterrupted and there is no  error in this way 

• Using together with pre-warning high speed weigh in motion system there is no need to 

disrupt traffic. 

• High-speed WIM (Weigh-In-Motion: Motion Weighing System) system for measuring traffic 

flow placed on highway allows to weight vehicles moving through its sensors. By doing this it 

allows to non heavy vehicle pass without any input. 

This prevents traffic congestion and queues, aswould be stretching the life of the axle scale on 

station . 

• Dimensions measurement, license plate recognition and so on. with other systems as well 

as to weigh allows to quickly carry out additional inspections. During the weighing process, 

while the vehicle is in motion, automatic dimensions measurement process, the automatic 

plate recognitions with additional operations such as control of the vehicle's registration can 

be performed automatically. 

Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) Systems like static axle  

scale systems are installed within weight  

control stations on highways.  

Together with WIM in these stations:  

• High speed weighing system, 

• Plate recognition system 

• Traffic light guidance and warning 
system 

• Variable message system (VMS) 

• Dimensions measurements system 

• Mechanical barriers 

• Security system 
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Integration of Weigh In Motion System  

WIM system has a different functions and some of them are optional. This system is based on ESIT 

LS-WIM weigh in motion system installed in the station. Other systems come as additional options of 

basic system.    

 

Pic. 1 Weigh control systems  

On picture 1  sketch of station, high speed  weigh in motion system (ESIT HS-WIM) and between 

them variable message system (VMS) can be observed.  

Systems in station  

1- ESIT LS-WIM weigh in motion system  

2- ESIT LS-WIM-ANPR plate recognition system  

3- ESİT LS-WIM-DIM dimensions measuring system  

4- ESİT LS-WIM Traffic light, remote display and mechanic barrier  

5- ESİT LS-WIM Fleeing vehicle detection system  

6- ESİT LS-WIM Security camera system  

Systems on highway  

1- ESİT HS-WIM High speed weigh in motion system  

2- ESİT HS-WIM-ANPR Plate recognition system  

3- ESİT HS-WIM-VMS Driver warning system  

SYSTEMS INSTALLED IN STATION  
Vehicles enter to the road side weighing station. Together with weighing additional operations such s 

safe traffic regulations, driver warning, dimensions measuring, plate recognition, fleeing vehicle 

detection can be performed.   

The structures and arrangements at the station is carried out by the customer according to customer 

requirements. On pic. 2, the station parking area outside the weighing system, stock area for 
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unloaded cargo, open area for unloading cargo storage, the control / staff premises, staff transport 

vehicle and police vehicle is seen.  

  

 

Pic. 2 General view of station  

ESIT LS-WIM Low Speed Weigh In Motion System  

This station is established and the system performs the measurement of the weight of vehicles in 

motion sensitive. Consists of the following parts:  

ESIT AR Platform  

The wheels of the vehicle passes over the steel 

platform. This platform is located in the middle of 

the concrete entrance and exit routes. The length 

of 30m in length on both sides of the concrete 

roads (total 60m). The surface roughness of the 

concrete road has an important role in the 

accuracy of weight measurement. The road must  
Pic. 3 ESIT AR axle platform  

meet the user responsilibilities part of ASTM E- 

1318 standard. ESİT LS-WIM platform is capable  

of weighing 30 tons per axle. In addition platform is designed  to withstand sudden loads. Platform is 

320x80 cm in dimensions. ESIT LCA B-AR indicator  

  

Stock area for  
open loads  

Stock area for unloaded loads  

Staff/Control  
premises  

ESIT AR  Platform  

Dimension measuring  
scanners   

Entrance  

Fleeing vehicle dete 
ction cameras  
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ESİT LCA B-AR, ESİT LS-WIM Weigh in Motion signal analysing indicator.  

ESİT LCA B-AR is OIML R134 B0.5 certified and it means % 0.5 accuracy 

upto 8km/s vehicle speed.  

   

ESIT WIM Integration software  

This Software enables integration 

both High Speed and Slow Speed 

Weigh in Motion systems.  

In addition, it enables to keep data of the vehicle which 

may include  speed, acceleration, type, axle numbers, 

plate, ..etc of the vehicle.  

Software may be developed according to the 

customer’s requirements  

  
Pic. 4 Software screen shot  

  

Internal system panel  

System panel can be wall or rack type cabinet. It allows to establish the connection with system 

devices located on field as well as with computer, monitor alike console systems.  

  

ESIT LS-WIM-ANPR Plate Recognition System.  

Plate recognitioın system specially used to recognise 

retroreflective coated license plates. Reading is done with 

infrared technology.  

ESIT LS-WIM-ANPR system allows to recognite plates of vehicle 

on motion as well as during weighing in station.  

.  

  

The success rate is above 80% for normal plates. System allows to enter manualy plate information in 

case of dirty or damaged plates  

  

Pic.  5    Plate recognition system cameras   

Plate  
recognition  

cameras  
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ESIT LS-WIM-DIM Dimensions Measuring System  

This system is installed upon ESIT LS-WIM (low speed weigh in motion) system and enables 

measuring the length, width and height of the vehicle.  

 

Pic. 6 Laser scanners of dimension measuring system  

Laser scanners placed on poles in front and top of measured vehicle allow to detect its dimensions 

while it is in motion. In there is any violation of sizes all dimensions are recorded and reported to the 

operator by the software.    

  

ESIT LS-WIM Traffic Lights, Remote Display and Mechanical Barriers  

Traffic lights can be controlled manually by operator or 

automatically by software. Together with traffic lights 

automatic mechanic barriers can be used also. Weight of the 

vehicle as well as other information can be shown on remote 

display.  

  

Pic. 7  Traffic lights on exit, remode display   
and mechanical barriers.  

  

When traffic lights and mechanical barriers are used also on entrance they allow to regulate the 

queue of vehicles waiting for weighing. 

  

  

Laser scanners   
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ESIT LS-WIM Fleeing Vehicle Detection System  

Fleeing vehicle detection system allows to detect overloaded vehicle that pass without entering into 

weighing station. Cameras placed on the highway next to the station and trigger system is used fort 

he detection. Traffic controller at entrance when vehicle go pass sends signal to the receiver on 

station. Receiver records the signal and compares it with pictures of vehicles passed prior to/after.  

Operator finds the appropriate picture and reports to the authorities.    

 

Pic. 8 Fleeing vehicle detection system  

ESIT LS-WIM Security Camera System  

Security camera system helps to secure are against criminal actions. A significant benefit of this 

system is also that it helps field operators to observe entire area. Additionally to fixed cameras 

placed on entrance and exit of weighbridge and parking space, dome type camera with PTZ camera 

control can be installed. This camera system is mounted on the pole with the field lighting spots.  

 

  

Fleeing vehicle detection  

system  
STATION   
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Pic. 9 Security cameras  

SYSTEM INSTALLED BEFORE STATION  
Systems installed before station also known as pre-warning and weighing systems.  

ESIT HS-WIM High Speed Weigh In Motion System  

HS Weighing System is built on a highway where moving vehicles pass through before entering the 

station. The purpose of a pre-screening process is to let to normal weighing vehicles pass over 

without enterin into station. ESIT HS-WIM system weight sensors placed in the road, the roadside 

electronic devices consist of a cabinet, placed 300m before from the station.  

 

Pic. 10 ESIT HS-WIM system view  

ESIT HS-WIM System consist of following basic parts.  

ESIT E-WIM 400 WIM PROCESSOR  

This device is inserted inside of 19” rack size installed on 

the side of the road. Sensors placed on highway generate 

signals from vehicles passing over and send collected data 

to processor which interpret them. The device is designed  

in a modulal structure and can support up to two traffic lines.      

Data recorded  

• Axle and axle group weights   

• Total gross weight  

• Distance between axles  

• Vehicle length  

• Vehicle class  (according to the previously issued 100 cars axle schedule)  

• Vehicle transit time (date-time-second details)  

• Vehicle speed  

• Asfalt temperature  

  

Road side cabinet   
Traffic light to warn traffic  

regulator at entrance of  

station  

Plate recognition  

cameras  

Sensors mounted into  

traffic lines   
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• Violation status (heavy, breach transition, normal etc.)  

E-WIM-400 processors at the same time can be connected to other systems of communication and 

has the matching ports.  It has long-range data communications for wired isolated RS-422 (1km), 

short-range wired RS-232 communication port for maintenance. M-400 can transfer information 

with GSM-Modem WIM via the GSM network to the greater distance.   

  

  

ESIT HS-WIM 400 PE/LP SENSOR  

ESIT HS-WIM System is using different type of sensors. ESIT E-WIM 400 operates using stationary 

piezo-electric and inductive loop sensors that are installed into pavement.   

  

 

Pic. 11 ESIT HS-WIM system sensors  

All sensors of the system zero-plane with the surface of asphalt and dark in color. Under normal 

circumstances drivers must look carefully to detect them. E-WIM-400 processor is evaluated 

according to the relations between the signals from these sensors, to measure the speed of the 

system, so there is no need for a sensor to measure the length of vehicle.  

  

Weigh sensors   
Inductive loops   
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ESIT HS-WIM-ANPR High Speed Plate Recognition System  

High-speed plate recognition system 

requires the camera and lighting system 

beyond the normal  cameras. This system 

can operate day and night lights. Data from 

cameras is interpreted by plate recognition 

software installed on computer located on 

station.  

Depending on distance between station and  

HS-WIM system the digital or analog camera  

Pic. 12 HS-WIM-ANPR license plate recognition  system can be installed. Distance to 300m 

support the analog cameras, digital cameras  

is used for 300m long distance with the fiber optic cable.  

  

ESIT HS-WIM-VMS Driver Warning System  

 

Driver Warning System is a system that directs drivers of overloaded vehicle to the station. License 

Plates of these vehicle are shown on message display. This system is useful for two reasons: due to 

the escaping tendency of drivers by showing their license plates on message display it can be prevent 

and also it shows that road is under control and prevent over loaded vehicle from entering to the 

road.  

  

 

License plate recognition  


